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Abstract. The Weil representations associated to anisotropic quadratic forms in

one and three variables are used to study supercuspidal representations of the

two-fold metaplectic covering group GL^fc), where k is a local nonarchimedean

field of odd residual characteristic. The principal result is the explicit calculation of

certain Whittaker functionals for any square-integrable irreducible admissible

genuine representation of GL^fc). In particular, a recent conjecture of Gelbart and

Piatetski-Shapiro is answered by obtaining a bijection between the set of quasi-

characters of k* and the set of irreducible admissible genuine distinguished

representations of GL^fc). i.e. those representations possessing only one Whittaker

functional, or, equivalently, those having a unique Whittaker model. The dis-

tinguished representations are precisely the representations attached to the Weil

representation associated to a one dimensional form.

The local piece of the generalized Shimura correspondence between automorphic

forms of GL-2(A) and GLjiA) is also treated. Based upon a conjecture of the

equivalences among the constituents of the Weil representations associated to two

nonequivalent ternary forms, evidence for the explicit form of the local piece of

this global correspondence, restricted to supercuspidal representations of GL^fc), is

presented. In this form, the map is shown to be injective and its image is described.

0. Introduction. A fundamental result in the theory of representations of GL2

over a local field k is the "Existence, and Uniqueness of Whittaker Models". That

is, fixing a nontrivial additive character \\> ol k (k nonarchimedean), for an

irreducible admissible infinite dimensional representation it, there is, in the space

W(it, i//) of locally constant functions on GL2(&) satisfying

W Co i>
•

= t(x)rV(g), k,

a unique subspace which as a right Gl^k) module is equivalent to it. It is easy to

see that this is equivalent to the statement that the space of linear functionals / on

the representation space Vv satisfying

= xP(x)l(v),       xEk,vE V„ (0.1)/
<i î>

has dimension equal to one.
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576 JAMES MEISTER

For an arbitrary irreducible admissible infinite dimensional representation of the

metaplectic two-fold covering group GL2(/c), this is no longer true. Those represen-

tations having a unique linear functional (up to a constant) satisfying (0.1) are

called distinguished, and in fact for genuine representations (i.e. those nontrivial on

the square roots of unity), these are few in number. We show, for odd residual

characteristic, that the only irreducible admissible genuine distinguished represen-

tations of GL2(£) are those attached to the Weil representation associated to a one

dimensional quadratic form and that these are in 1-1 correspondence with the set

of quasi-characters of k*.

There are global analogues of the above statements that have importance in the

theory of modular forms of half-integral weight. Here, the notion of a distinguished

representation generalizes the idea of a cusp form being determined by its first

Fourier coefficient. Hence these global results imply that a modular form of

half-integral weight whose coefficients an vanish for n ^ mt2, t a square-free

integer, is a translate of the theta form 0x(z). A complete discussion of these global

results appears in [5].

Gelbart and Piatetski-Shapiro have attached to each irreducible admissible

representation ir of GL^/c) a finite (and if it is infinite dimensional, nonempty) set

tiAir) which can be described as the set of characters p of Z (Z = center of

GL^A:)), extending the central character of it, such that there exists a nonzero

linear functional / on Vv satisfying (0.1) and

l(ir(I)v) = ii(z)l(v),       zEZ,vEV„. (0.2)

It is this set which is the object under investigation here. Moreover, the results in

[7] imply such an / is unique up to a constant. Thus the cardinality of Çl^(ir) equals

the dimension of the set of linear functionals satisfying (0.1), or is at most the

number of distinct subspaces of W(-n, \p) realizing it. Our main theorem calculates

Í2,(77) explicitly for any square-integrable irreducible admissible genuine represen-

tation of GL^A). The proof relies heavily upon the theorems and techniques in [14]

and is based upon a relationship between the way an irreducible representation of

the orthogonal group of an anisotropic ternary quadratic form sits inside the

regular representation, and the existence of linear functionals on the space of the

associated representation of Gh2(k) satisfying (0.1) and (0.2).

In § 1 the basic properties of representations of the orthogonal groups in one and

three dimensions are collected. In §2 we review the construction of square-integra-

ble irreducible genuine representations of SL2(/c) as Weil representations and

extend these to GL2(A:). A more convenient representation space is then con-

structed. Assuming the technical result of §4, that the constructions in §2 exhaust

the set of square-integrable irreducible admissible genuine representations of

GL2(k), we compute Q^,(ir) in §3.

A second and more difficult problem is the explicit realization of the local piece

of the generalized Shimura correspondence between automorphic forms of GL2

and automorphic forms of GLj discussed in [6]. This has been done for the

principal series; in §5 we conjecture, and provide evidence for, the form of this
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correspondence in the square-integrable case. The essential ingredient needed to

complete this analysis would be a precise description of the equivalences among the

constituents of the Weil representations associated to two nonequivalent ternary

forms.

1. Spherical representations of an orthogonal group. Let k be a nonarchimedean

local field of odd residual characteristic and ¿> a local uniformizing parameter. We

denote the Hubert symbol on k* X k* by (-, •) and let e be a unit in the ring of

integers Ok such that (e, w) = -1. Then 2 = {1, e, ¿>, ewj is a set of representatives

iork*/k*2.

Suppose Q is an anisotropic quadratic form on the A-space E. Although many of

the results in this section hold for arbitrary (Q, E), we will be particularly

interested in the cases where dimkE is one or three.

First, define qx on k by qx(X) = X2, X E k.

Now let H be the unique quaternion algebra over k whose typical element is of

the form a0 + axi + a2j + a3k, a¡ E k, where i2 = e,j2 = ¿>, k2 = -eu, and let H0

be the space of pure quaternions. Define q3 on H0 by

q3(X) -XX,        X E H0;

that is, the norm of X.

The basic facts about these forms are contained in the following lemma.

Lemma 1.1. (a) Up to equivalence there are four one dimensional (respectively three

dimensional) anisotropic quadratic forms; namely aqx (respectively aq3), where a E 2.

(b) If HI denotes H0 - {0}, then

aq3(H*) = {' e k*- -«"'' £ k*2}-

Proof. The assertions involving qx are trivial. Those involving q3 follow easily

from well-known properties of quadratic forms (see [15]).    □

Let O(Q) denote the orthogonal group of (Q, E) and v the regular representa-

tion of 0(Q) acting on L2(E):

"(g)f(X)=f(g-lX),       gEO(Q),XEE.

We say a representation t of O(Q) is spherical if it is contained in v. Similar

definitions are made when O(Q) is replaced by 0+(Q) = {g G O(Q): det g = 1}.

Observe that if E* = E — {0}, then Q(E*) is a union of k*2 cosets in k*. If we

set Eb = [X E E: Q(X) E bk*2}, b E k*, then

L2(E) =   0   L2(Eb),
b£B

where B is a complete set of k*2 coset representatives in Q(E*). Moreover each

summand of this orthogonal direct sum is invariant under v. This leads to the

following definition.

Definition 1.2. Suppose t is an irreducible spherical representation of 0(Q).

Define CQt to be the set of those cosets bk*2 (in Q(E*)) such that r is contained in

the restriction of v to L2(Eb).
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As shown in [14] we have:

Lemma 1.3. Suppose the irreducible spherical representation r acts in the space VT.

Fix X in E* and set

0(Q)x = {gEO(Q):gX = X).

Then Q(X)k*2 is in Cqt if and only if there is a nonzero vector vx in VT invariant

under 0(Q)X. Moreover, if such a vector exists, it is unique up to a scalar.

We wish now to calculate CgT for Q = q3. The following lemma explains why

the study of representations of 0(q3) is essentially reduced to the study of

representations of H*/k*.

Lemma 1.4. (a) O +(cq3) as H*/k*.

(b)0(cq3)^0+(cq3)xZ2.

Proof. See [14].    □

Suppose a is an irreducible one dimensional representation of H*/k*. It is a

corollary of Lemma 4.1 of [9] that o is of the form o(h) = x(hh), where x is a

quasi-character of k*. Moreover o trivial on k* implies x is trivial on k*2, i.e., x is

of the form x*(') = (b, 0> b E 'S.. We will denote such a o simply as x¿, when

convenient.

If dim o > 1 it is known that one can attach to a a nontrivial element of 2,

denoted a(o), in the manner outlined in the following remark.

Remark 1.5. Let L = [X E H: \XX\k = 1} and let PL denote the quotient

group of L by its center. Then PL is a normal subgroup of index 2 in H*/k*. In

[8], all of the irreducible representations of PL are constructed and to each a

nontrivial element of 2 is associated in the following manner.

Let U*, U%, and U*¿ be subgroups of L consisting of nonzero elements a + bi,

a + bj, and a + bk' respectively (here k' is chosen such that q3(k') = eu). Note

that in each class of conjugate elements of L there is an element belonging to one

of these subgroups. Given an irreducible representation T of L, trivial on its center,

the trace of T(X) is nonzero on only one of these subgroups, providing that

\X — X\k > q~r, for an integer r depending on T (q = |¿>|_1). Define a(T) to be

the element of 2 such that this distinguished subgroup is t/*(r).

Now let a be an irreducible representation of H*/k*. Upon restriction to PL, o

is either irreducible or the direct sum of two conjugate irreducibles. By its

definition it is clear that if T and T' are conjugate irreducibles of PL, then

a(T) = a(T'). We therefore set a(o) = a(T) if o\PL = Tor if, say, a\PL = T © T.

D
Finally, consider 0(cqx) as Z2. We label the two irreducible (spherical) represen-

tations of Z2 by 6X and 9_x, where 9¡(—\) = i, i = 1, — 1.

Theorem 1.6. (1) Cc^e¡ = C ^ = {ck*2}.

(2) Suppose o is any irreducible representation of H*/k*. Then o extends in a

unique manner to a spherical representation of 0(cq3) denoted by a. Moreover,

(a) C„ i = {tk*2: -c~xt E k*2} if b E k*2;
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(b)Cc?3— {-cbk*2) if b É k*2;

(c) Cc?ji¿ = [cexk*2, ce2k*2} if dim a > 1,

w/jere e, and e2 are two k*2 coset representatives in q3(H*) such that (a(o), — ex) =

(a(o), -ej)--l-.

Proof. (1) Obvious since cqx(k*) = ck*2.

(2) By Lemma 1.3 we need only consider the case where c = 1; indeed if

CQ,r = {*A*2: i <= /}, then CcQt = {«.A:*2: / G /}.

The proof of (2) is established in two steps. The first step is to consider

v+ = f|0+(9j) and to determine those b in 2 such that a given irreducible spherical

representation o of 0+(q3) is contained in », + |z.2(H ). This is done in [14], but we

sketch the arguments here. The second step is to show that an irreducible spherical

representation o of O +(q3) extends uniquely to an irreducible spherical representa-

tion rJ of 0(q3). This, then, implies that C ¿ consists of those cosets bk*2 such that

a is contained in v +1 Li(H y

Now O +(q3) acts transitively on [X E H0: q3(X) = t}, any / G k, and it is not

hard to show that the analogue of Lemma 1.3 holds for i> + , i.e., o is contained in

v + \l\h j ir and only if there is a nonzero vector vx fixed by O +(q3)x- Fix X in

H* and consider 5^ = {h E H*: hX = Xh). Sx is isomorphic to the multiplicative

group of the quadratic extension k(y— q3(X) ). (Note — q3(X) G k*2 by Lemma

1.1(b).) If we denote the image of Sx under the projection H* —> H*/k* by Tx, we

see that the torus Tx is isomorphic to O + (q3)x-

Consider o = 1, the trivial representation of H*/k*, and fix X in //*. Obviously

o-|r = 1, so a is contained in L2(H0 ). That is, a is contained in L2(Hn ) for any

b E 93(//o) 0-e., three L  spaces).

Consider o = Xt- Then xJr = 1 if and only if (b, hh) = 1 for all h E Tx, that is,

if and only if - q3(X)k*2 = bk*2, i.e., q3(X) E -bk*2. Thus o is contained in

exactly one space: L2(H0 b).

Finally consider the case when dim a > 1. We have — q3(HQ) = {ek*2, ¿bk*2,

eük*2} and since (a(o), eu) = (a(o), e)(a(o), w) it is clear that there are exactly two

(nonequivalent) k*2 coset representatives ex, e2 in q3(H*) such that (a(o), -ex) =

(a(o), -e2) = -1. To compute when tori Tx have the property that o\T contains the

trivial representation (i.e., fixes a vector under O +(q3)x), we appeal to Theorem 2.5

of [14] which implies that they are exactly those such that (a(o), -q3(X)) = -1.

This shows, incidentally, that every irreducible representation of H*/k* is spheri-

cal.

The proof of Theorem 1.4 will be complete as soon as we show the following:

Proposition 1.7. Suppose o is an irreducible representation of H*/k*. Then a

extends uniquely to a spherical representation of 0(q3).

Proof. Let 0 denote an irreducible representation of Z2, i.e., 0 = 9X or 6_x. Then

a ® 9 is an irreducible representation of 0(q3) and if a <8> 9 is spherical, we will

show 9 is uniquely determined. Note o 0 9 must be spherical for at least one 9

since o is spherical.
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Consider first the case o = x*, b E k*2, and assume a 0 9 is spherical. Thus

o 0 0 is contained only in L2(H0 ) since a is contained only in L2(H0 ). Thus, by

Lemma 1.3, o 0 9 must have a nonzero vector vx invariant by 0(q3)x if q3(X)k*2

= -bk*2. Fix such an X and choose g G Ox with det g = -1. Then gX = X

implies — gX = -X and, of course, -g G 0+(q3). (If g' G Ox, detg' = -1 then

g' = gi with í G Ox and we will obtain the same thing.) So -g corresponds to an

h E H* with hXh - ' = -A\ Then

% = a <8> 9(g)vx = o09(- (~g))vx = 0(- l)o(h)vx (1.1)

and so #(— 1) is determined uniquely. Furthermore, a different choice Y in //* such

that q3(Y)k*2 = -bk*2 yields exactly (1.1) again. Indeed, if Y = aX, choose the

same g G Ox, det g = -1 as before. If q3(Y) = q3(X), then Y = kXk~x for some

k E H* and if AATT1 = -*, set -g = fcÄ*-1. Then g G Or, detg = -1, and

since vY = o(k)vx (we will explain this in §2),

o(k)vx = 9(-\)o(khk-x)o(k)vx

which is exactly (1.1). Thus o = Xt extends uniquely to a spherical representation

of 0(q3).

Consider now the case when dim o > 1. We know o lives in exactly two L2

spaces, L2(HQ ) and L2(H0 ). Suppose 9 and 9' are two irreducible representations

of Z2 such that o 0 9 lives'in L2(HQJ and a 0 9' lives in L2(H%). We want to

show 9 = 9'. Choose Xx and X2 in' H¿ such that q3(X¡)k*2 =%k*2, i = 1,2.

Without loss of generality we may assume

(vx¡,vx)*0, (1.2)

where the inner product on the representation space is chosen so that o is unitary;

indeed a irreducible implies there is a g G 0+(q3) such that (o(g)vx¡, vxJ =

(vgX , vx ) ¥" 0. Arguing as above, we are led to two equations:

9(-\)o(hx)vx¡ = vx¡,   where hxXxh~x = -Xx,

9'(—\)o(h2)vx = vx ,   where h2X2h2 ' = -X2.

Suppose we could arrange to take hx = h2 = h. Then 9(— 1) = 9'(— 1); otherwise

- (%,' °*2) = (aW%,' <*C0%2) = (%,, %2) contradicting (1.2). That we can

arrange this is a consequence of the lemma below and we see o extends uniquely to

a spherical representation of 0(q3).

Finally, using these methods, it is clear that the trivial representation o = 1

extends to a spherical representation of 0(q3) aso® 9X.    □

Lemma 1.8. Suppose X and Y are in Hq. Then there is an h E H* such that

hXh~] = -X andhYh'1 = -Y.

Proof. In view of Lemma 1.4(a), it suffices to produce a g G O +(q3) such that

gX = -X and g Y = - Y. The lemma is clear if X and Y are linearly dependent so

assume otherwise. Let W be the space spanned by X and Y and IV± be the
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orthogonal complement. Define a linear transformation g: H0 —> H0 by f| w = -I,

g\ w± = + /. Then g G O +(q3) and certainly gX = -X and gY = - Y.    □

With this, the proof of Theorem 1.6 is complete.

There are some corollaries to Proposition 1.7 that will be useful in later sections.

Corollary 1.9. Suppose b G k*2. Then Xb extends to the spherical representation

Xb 0 9i where i = -(b, -1) G Z2 (recall 9k(- 1) = k, k = 1, -1).

Proof. We do this by cases. If b = e, take, in the notation of Proposition 1.7,

X = i, since q3(i) = -e. Then let h = j; hih ~ ' = j ij ~ ' = -i. Equation (1.1) reads

i-*(-i)x.(/)>
that is, 1 = 9(— l)(e, -co), so 9(— 1) = (e, — cö) = (e, co) = -1 as expected.

For b = w take X = j and h = i. Equation (1.1) gives

1 = 0(-l)(¿>, -e) = 0(-l)(co, -l)(co,e),

so9(-l) = -(cô, -1).

Finally, for b = ecô take A of the form aj + bk (so that q3(X) = -ew), and taking

h = i we obtain

1 = 0(-l)(e¿>, -e) = 0(-l)(eco, - l)(e, e)(co, e).

So 9(- 1) = -(ecô, - 1) (the Hubert symbol being trivial on the units).    □

Corollary 1.10. Suppose o is an irreducible representation of H*/k* with

dim a > 1. Set a = a(o) and suppose o extends spherically to 0(q3) as o 0 9m

(m E {1, - 1}). Then x¿ 0 o extends spherically to (x¿ 0 o) 0 9n where:

(1) if-I Ek*2,n = (b,a)m.

(2) if — 1 G k   ,

n = (b, —e)m if a = e;

n = (b, eô>)m if a = cö;

n = (b, ¿>)m        if a = eco.

Proof. One proceeds as in Corollary 1.10; that is, by choosing convenient

representatives for the various tori. We omit the repetitive details.    □

Definition 1.11. Suppose Q is any anisotropic form and t is an irreducible

spherical representation of O(Q). Define

k* = (quasi-characters À of k*: r( —I) = X( —1)/}.

Returning to the specific case where o is an irreducible representation of H*/k*,

dim a > 1, with unique spherical extension a, we have:

Corollary 1.12. Suppose X E k*. Then x¿A e ^®o '/ and only if b G k*2 or

b E exe2k*2 where ex and e2 are two k*2 coset representatives in q3(Ho) such that

(a(a), -ex) = (a(a), - e^ = -1.

Proof. X/A g ^ä®» ^ anc* omy ^ (*> "~ *) * (b, c) for a c as given by Corollary

1.10. With the aid of the following table, we verify that in all six cases the only b

such that (b, - 1) = (b, c) are those congruent to 1 or exe2.    □
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,*2. a(o) = e

c = e

a(o) = co a(o) = ew

e, = e e, = co

e2 = eü e2 = e

c = co c = ecö

e

¿ö

FCO

(6. - 1) (*,c) (fc.c) (b,c)

1

1
-1

-1

1
-1

1
-1

-1

-1

1 G k*2: a(o) = e      a(o) = co       a(o) = ecö

1

e

co

eco

(b, - 1)

e-, = -eco

(¿,c)

«i =

e-, =

-co

-e

c = eco

(b,c)

ex = -e

e2 = -ecö

c = cö

(*>,<■)

1

1
- 1

- 1

1

1

1

1
-1

1
-1

1
-1

-1

1

Table 1. Representation data for o

2. Weil representations. Let G = GL^) and let G be the two-fold metaplectic

covering group of G which we realize as the set of pairs (g, f ), g G G, f G Z2, with

multiplication given by the formula

(gi. fiXgz. £>) = (gig2. ß(8v giKik)-

We take ß to be  the nontrivial two-cocycle on G discussed in [3].  We will

frequently abbreviate an element (g, 1) G G simply as g.

We turn now to the construction of supercuspidal representations of G. \p will

denote a nontrivial additive character of k. If r G k*, denote by xp, the character

t,(x) = H'x).
Fix a Haar measure ay (dependent on i//)_ such that the Fourier transform

fix) = fk f(y)\¡i(2xy) dy satisfies the condition/( — x) = fix). For t E k*, define

0^(0 =   lim    [      i>,(y2) d,y
T m—»QO    Jp-m

where P denotes the Ok -ideal (cö) and d,y is the corresponding Haar measure

normalized as above for \¡/r Note, by Weil, this limit exists and is an eighth root of

unity.

Suppose (Q, E) is an anisotropic quadratic form, say Q — axXx + a2X2

+ ■ ■ ■ + anX2. Then set, for / G k*,

y^('Q) = 11 <w«,)-/=i
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Note y+(tQ) = y^(\Q). Then \y+(tQ)\ = 1 and y^ has the property that for/and/

integrable on E,

Í f(XH('Q(X)) dX = y^(tQ)\t\-"/2 f f(XH(- t~xQ(X)) dX.

Moreover,

a+(a)a+(b) = c^(ab)c^(l)(a, b), a, b G A:*,

and

.2\

(2.1)

(2.2)«*(«2) = *v(0-
For more details, see §1 of [13].

Lemma 2.1. Suppose Q = cqx or cq3. Then

y^ciQ)y^(taQ) = y^(Q)y^(tQ)

for all t E k* if and only if a E k*2.

Proof. Take c — 1 (similar proof otherwise) and suppress the \p in the notation.

Then, if Q = qx

y(aQ)y-x(taQ) = y(Q)y-x(tQ) (2.3)

if and only if a(a)a(t) = a(at)a(\) if and only if (a, t) = 1 by (2.1). Since this holds

for all / G k*, we conclude this is equivalent to a G k*2.

For Q = q3, the computations imply (2.3) is equivalent to (a, i)3 = 1 for all

t E k*. Thus we obtain the same result.    □

Let SL2(k) be the two-fold covering of SL2(A:). We define a representation tt% of

SL^Â") on §>(£), the locally constant functions on E with compact support, by

specifying it on generators:

(J     *}, $]<S>(X) = rHbQ(X)MX), (2.4)
;

(0    t°l\s]<HX) = r\t\,,/\(Q)y^(tQmtX), (2.5)

(-1   ¿)'f]*(*) = iVß)*W. <2-6)

where n = dim^ E. ir£ is admissible, dependent on \p, and can be extended to be

unitary on L2(E). Note that ir*Q is the same as tt£°, and that for the one and three

dimensional forms, tt£ is a genuine (i.e. nontrivial on Z2) representation of SL2(k).

Thus when we write Q, we will, unless otherwise stated, mean a one or a three

dimensional anisotropic quadratic form.

Let t be a spherical representation of O(Q) acting in Vr. Define ST(£', VT) to be

the space of locally constant maps with compact support from E to Vr satisfying

AgX) = r(g)f(X),    _g G O(Q), X EE. (2.7)

If 1T denotes the trivial representation of SL2(&) on Vr, we define the representation

iri to be the restriction of ir^T 0 1T to the invariant subspace ST(£', VT). (This

subspace is invariant because the action of O(Q) commutes with that of SL2(A:).)
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We now summarize the basic results proved in [14] about these representations.

Theorem 2.2. Fix a nontrivial additive character \p.

(a) The representations ttqt are irreducible and admissible. Moreover, the map

t i-> ir£r is an injection from the set of irreducible spherical representations of O(Q)

into the set of irreducible admissible genuine representations of SL^A:).

(b) // t is nontrivial, ir^T is supercuspidal. If t is trivial and Q = cq3, then ir% T is

square- integrable.

(c) If it is an irreducible admissible square-integrable genuine representation of

SL2(k), then there exists an irreducible representation a of H*/k* and an a E k*

such that it s» it*  -.aqy,a

Remark 2.3. Theorem 2.2(c) is not exactly the same as that found in [14]; there

the representation spaces are Hubert spaces. However, this poses no difficulty. Call

a vector v differentiable if the map g \-> ir(g)v is locally constant. If (it, V) is an

irreducible admissible square-integrable genuine representation of SL2(&), we can

complete V to the Hubert space V and (it, V) will be unitary. Now, by [14], we

assert (it, V) ¡as tt^ ¡, the latter acting in the space L|(//0, V¿) of L2 functions from

H0 to V- satisfying equation (2.7). Moreover, it can be shown that the restriction of

naq ,¿ to the space of differentiable vectors is the irreducible representation ir%q ¿

acting in S¿(//0, V-). Since V c Vdiíí (the space of differentiable vectors in V), we

have V = Fdiff and Theorem 2.2(c) is obtained.

Remark 2.4. Theorem 2.2(d) can be generalized to yield all of the equivalences

between Weil representations attached to one and three dimensional anisotropic

forms. Although we make a conjecture in §5, we do not know the possible

intertwinings between ir„ ¿^ and w¿¡^¿ for a„ a2, representations of H*/k*, and

ab~x E k*2.

We wish to extend the representations ir£T to the group G*, where G* = {(g, f)

G G: detg E k*2}. Let

-■{[(; :>H-H;
Then G* is the semidirect product of D and SL^A:).

Fix it = w£T. Let X G k* (i.e. t(- /) = \(- \)I) and define m on (¿ ^) by

W(o     û°2)<&(A') = lal""/2M«W«"^)- (2-8)

Proposition 2.5. For all g E SL2(&),

HI     a°-2)Íl     TOM«!     a°2Y{*Hl0 J2Ï>
that is, it extends to an irreducible admissible representation of G* which we denote

Proof. The above equation is easily verified on the generators [(¿ ,), f ] and

[(_? ¿X £]■ The proof of admissibility proceeds as on pp. 126-128 of [9]. Finally,

^q.tA 's irreducible since tt^t is.    □
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Remark 2.6. The center of G* is

Applying formulas (2.5) and (2.8),

G G: z G A:•}■

z = (Ó î)-f G Z,

where co(z) = C\(z)y¿Q)y¿\zQ).

Proposition 2.7. tt*Qt¿ "c.tA '/ and only if a E k*

Proof, it.aQ,T,\ 'Q.t,\ implies  their central  characters  are  equal,  and  thus

Y+(ß)Y+_1(*ß) = y+(aQ)y+l(zaQ) for all z G k*. By Lemma 2.1, a G k*

For the converse, Proposition 2.27 of [3] and formula (2.8) implies

'é,r,X (i ¿Mi °) w.aQ,T¿TAS)- (2.9)

Thus if a G A*2 the result is clear from Proposition 2.5.    □

Corollary 2.8. it = Ind^.í(; ir* T x is irreducible, admissible, and equivalent to

Indç.»^ it* T\for a E 2. In particular, the induced representation is independent of\p

and we write it = Ind T?T^. /I similar result holds for qx.

Proof. First, note a set of representatives for G/G* is {(¿ °): a G 2}. Formula

(2.9) shows how conjugation acts on the representations of G*: the representations

w^tA and (it* Tjjf°'^ are pairwise inequivalent. Thus, the theory of Mackey (cf.

Chapter III, § 13 of [1]) implies the corollary.    □

In §3 it will be desirable to have a model for ttq^j, which has a representation

space that is easier to work with. We construct this now.

Recall Lemma 1.3 gives a nonzero vector vx, invariant by 0(Q)X, providing that

g(A')A*2 G CQr. Since g G O(Q) implies Q(gX) = Q(X), there must be a vector

vgX =£ 0. We choose the vectors vx such that 1%! = (vx, %)1//2 = 1 where, of

course, r is unitary with respect to this inner product on VT. Moreover, since

h E 0(Q)gX implies i(h)i(g)vx = r(g)vx, we can arrange to have vgX = r(g)vx.

Furthermore, since — / is in the center of O(Q), we have r( —I) = $7, f = ± 1.

Thus

»-x = ¿V

We can choose a unitary character 8 E k* and set

v<x = S(t)vx,       t E k* (2.10)

♦ 2 G C,Q.rsince again Q(X)k*2 E CQt implies Q(tX)k

Finally we extend the vectors % to all A" in £ as follows: If t = 1, set v0 = 1. If

t 5* 1, set v0 = 0 and vx = 0 if Ô(*)A*2 £ CQt.

Consider now a function <&(X) E ST(E, VT). Define a function cp# on Q(E) by

<P»(Q(X)) = \Q(X)\"'X<S>(X),vx).
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A straightforward computation gives:

Lemma 2.9. cp^ is well defined and the map <ï> h» ¡p^, is a bijection from §>T(E, VT)

to:

(a) S(A£T) iJtíI (here A£T = {t E A*: /A*2 G Ce>T}), or

(b) functions of the form \x\"'/4f(x) if t = 1 (here fix) E S(Q(E))).

Thus we may view Wota as actin8 cither in S(Aî ) or in a space of functions of

the form \x\"/4f(x), with / G S(<2(.E)), according to whether a is nontrivial or

trivial. We make the following computations using formulas (2.4)-(2.6), (2.8),

(2.10):

<Á n      °2 Wß(*)) = o-\a)\(a)<p«(a-2Q(X)),
\ U     a /

^[(o  ?)' ?]^(ß(*» = WßWWßW).

(o     ,?','). f]v»(ß(*)) = ^(0Y^(ß)Y^l(/ß)<P*(/2ß(^)),

(o     °), f]v*(ßW) = fA(z)y,(o)y,-1(zß)Mß(X)).

Remark 2.10. Summarizing §2, and using the discussion of a matrix of an

induced representation found in Chapter III, §13, of [1], we can say if it =

Ind itq s¿, with a ^ 1 and \p a fixed nontrivial additive character, then the space of

it is ejl, §(A;ji¿)and

'C?,T.A

"■(g)  =

»&x(D        o 0 0

for g

0 <>¿A(g) 0 0

o o       <:¿A(g)       o

0 0 0 T*|A(f)

(2.11)

ii a-
T£îAI o

o

lO     co/

(i "') °

/ o o

o o o   ,*¡Jl   °2)
\0    el

0 o /

o   o   W+J*    °2)

o

o

o   o

/   o
o    /

o

o
<5Ál  í)

o
o
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and

lO     ecô/

0

0

o

o

o MI °)
■Mí ¿)

?"oA\0     e2ü2/

0

0

O

0

where

for x G A* - and a G 2.

<p(*) = ̂ («^M*)*

<p(x) = fX(z)y^,(ac73)Y^1(zac73)rp(x),

For a = 1 the formulas are the same, but the representation space is ©?_, space

of functions of the form Ix^^x) for/(x) G S (q3(H0)) (Lemma 2.9).

Finally, analogous formulas hold for the case Q — qx.

3. Whittaker functionals-calculation of H^(ir). Before stating the main theorem of

this section, we need to review briefly §3 of [6].

Let p: <7-> G denote the projection (g, f)1-* g- B H ¡s any subgroup of G,

denotep "'(//) by H.

:" = {(o ,°.H *•}-*-•
Then Z2^ Z2 X Z2 is the center of G.

If (it, V) is an irreducible admissible representation of G, then there is a

quasi-character co,, of Z2 such that tt(z) = cow(z)/, z G Z2.

Let ^ be a nontrivial additive character. Define S2(co„) to be the (finite) set of

quasi-characters of Z = Z ' that agree with co„ on Z2, and define Q^(ir) to be those

p G ñ(co^) such that there exists a nonzero linear functional / on V satisfying

'Mo   ÍH^W^)-     &e*,eeK
and l(ir(z)v) = p(z)/(t>), z G Z, u G K. Such an / is unique up to a constant

(Theorem 4.1 of [7]) and is called a (\p, p) Whittaker functional. We remark that

# ß^w) is independent of \p, and # tl^ir) > 0 if ir is infinite dimensional. We say a

representation 77 of G is distinguished if # ß^(w) = 1 for some (hence all) \p.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose \p is a nontrivial additive character of k.

(1) Let it = Ind 77^¿A, X G A?.

(a)Ifa= 1, ß^w) = { p„ p2, p3), Wieve

Hi(z, f ) - f A(z)yl(,(a,.c73)Yl(71(zci,.£73),       i = 1, 2, 3,

and ax, a2, a3 are the three A*2 coset representatives in q3(Ho).
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(b) Ifo = Xi,,bE k*2, Q+(*r) = { p}, where

li(zA) = $\(z)y¿-bq3)y-x(-zbq3).

(c) If dim o > 1, ß^w) = { Hi, p2}, vv/iere

P,(z, f) = ?A(z)Y^/(e,.c73)Yl/:1(ze,.673),        i - 1, 2,

awe/ e,, e2 are two distinct k*2 coset representatives in q3(H*) such that (a(o), — ex) =

(a(o), -ej) = -1. ^

(2) Let it = Ind irq gx with 9 = 9X or 9 _x and\ E kg. Then ß^w) = { p), where

p(z, $) = ^X(z)y^,(qx)y^x(zqx).

Proof. We first prove the cases (lb), (lc), and (2), 9 = 9_x, i.e. for the nontrivial

representations of the orthogonal groups. By Lemma 2.9 and Theorem 1.6, the

space of it*xb\, b G A*2 is S( — bk*2). In particular there is a <p G S(- bk*2) such

that <p(a~x) =£ 0, where a E 2 is congruent to —b modulo A*2. According to

Remark 2.10, we may view ir\^i as the matrix (2.11) acting on

«Pi

%

reôj

Define a linear functional L by

<pß E §(-bk*2),ß G 2.

«Pi

«Pe

SPs
= %(«"')•

L is nonzero and

•u ,)
<Pi

<P«

= L

4>x(bx)<px(x)

^(bx^^x)

Hb)<Pa(<*~l) = Mb)L

=    ifMi.WI,.,-!

«Pi

teZ

it(z-)

«Pi

«p„

= L

fMz)Y^(<73)Y^   (¿?3)«ï>i(*)

fA(z)ylí,(eco£73)Y4, '(zecoc73)<)Pe-(x)

= fMz)Y^(«93)Ylir'(2:ac73)œa(jc)|x_a-,

«Pi

= p(z, f )L

«Peu
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where ¡i(z, f) = ^X(z)y^(aq3)y4, x(zaq3) = ?A(z)ylJ-¿>£73)Y,í, '(-z¿>c73). That is, L is

a (\p, p) Whittaker functional.

For case (lc), Lemma 2.9 and Theorem 1.6 show S(axk* u a2k*2) is the space

of tr* ¿j^ where a, G 2 are such that (a(o), — a¡) = -1. Define two linear function-

als Lx, L2 by

«Pi

= ^(«r-),      i -1,2.

As above, we verify the L¡ are (¡p, n¡) Whittaker functionals with p,(z, f ) =

f\(z)y^(a,c73)Yl/r1(za,c73), i = 1,2.

For Q = qx, we mimic case (lb) and omit the details.

Having constructed these (\p, p) Whittaker functionals we must show they are the

only possible ones (up to a scalar multiple). Note that if L is a (\p, p) functional on

V, then

«Pi

«Pe

«Pi

«Pe¿

= L

«Pi

0
0

0

+ L

0
«Pe

0

0

+ L

0
0

«Pi

0

+ L

0
0

0

Claim L is nonzero only on one of the subspaces

0

Indeed, say

Then

<P«

0

«Pi

0
0
0

a G 2.

^O^L

0
<P.

0
0

n(z)L

n(z)L

«Pi

0
0
0

0
«Pe

0
0

= L

= L

it(z)

it(-z)

«Pi

0
0
0

0
«Pe

0
0

= iKz)y^(Q)y'x(zQ)L

«Pi

0
0
0

= fA(z)y+(eÔh^'(zeô)L

0
«Pe

0
0

and thus y^,(Q)y^, x(zQ) = y^(eQ) = y^ l(zeQ) contradicting Lemma 2.1. The

proof of cases (lb), (lc), and (2), 9 = 0_x is completed by applying the following

lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. Suppose T is a linear functional on the space of functions §>(&), where

& is a fixed open set in A*. Suppose also that for a fixed r E k*,

T(4,r(bx)<p(x)) = t(b)T(<p(x)),        bEk, (3.1)

for all (p E S(6B). Then, up to a scalar multiple, T(y(x)) = çp(r~x).

Proof. See p. 59 of [9].    □

The remaining two cases in Theorem 3.1 are the cases Ind irq ¿^ with a s 1 and

Ind itq g x. The construction of the (\p, p) Whittaker functionals is exactly the

same as before. All we must show is the analogue of Lemma 3.2 for a space of

functions of the form \x\n/4f(x), fix) E §((?(£)). We use the following technique

to reduce the proof to an application of Lemma 3.2.

Take rp of the form \x\n/4f(x) and choose an n E A such that ip(n) =£ 1. Note that

<p(x) — \p(rnx)<p(x) is in S (Q(E*)) and Lemma 3.2 applies to give

T(<p(x)) = T(<p(x) - xp(rnx)<p(x)) + T(4<(rnx)<p(x))

= c(<p(r-x) - ip(rnr-x)y(r-x)) + *(n)T(<p(x)).

That is, (1 - »//(«))T(<p(x)) = c(\ - ^(n))<p(r-x). Thus T(<p(x)) = c<p(r~x) as

desired.

With this the proof of Theorem 3.1 is complete.    □

Recall a representation it of G is genuine if it is nontrivial on Z2. Certainly all

nongenuine it, i.e. ordinary representations of GL^A), are distinguished since it

operates as a scalar on Z. Before determining the genuine distinguished representa-

tions of G, we need a few equivalences.

First, recall the classification of the irreducible admissible nonsupercuspidal

representations of G (cf. [13] and [11]).

Let B2 be the subgroup of matrices of the form

(o      a2)

where the a, have even order. Then define, for any quasi-characters p, and p2 of A*,

p,p2 (o ;)• =  fr^lW^)-

Let p(Pi, p2) = Ind^Tc p,p2- We remark that multiplying the p, by characters of

order 2 is irrelevant. We have similarly to GL2(A):

(a) If (PiP2~l)2^= I  I or |   |_1, then p(p,, p^) is irreducible and denoted by

w(p„ P2);

(b) if   (PiP2~')2=l   l_1>   PÍMi'r*!)   contains   one   subrepresentation   denoted

^(Mi> M2);

(c) if (piP2-1)2 = I |, p(pi, p2) contains one subrepresentation (a "special" repre-

sentation) denoted ir(ßx, p^).

Proposition 3.3. (a)  Ind w   ¿   x ss Ind irq^B  ¿ for any  b G A*2 and X with

A(- 1) =    1;
(b) Ind V9i,A « *F(a'/2| I"'/4, V/2| I1'4), A(- 1) = 1;

(c) Ind %iA « ir(X'/2| I1/4, A'/2| |->/4), ffo s 1, X(- 1) = 1.
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Proof, (a) It suffices to show w¿¿j3fcA m "■_£,,„»_ ,x for Z» G A:*2 and fixed i//. Note

X¿X E k*^ so the left-hand side makes sense. Indeed by Corollary 1.9, x*( — I) =

-(b, - 1)1 = x*X(— 1)/. Theorem 2.2(d) gives ir*^ f>n irtbqug_ and so by Schur's

lemma

for some x £ &»*_,- Computing central characters gives SxjMz)y<i>(a3)y<r~l(za3) =

fX(*)Y*( - *ii)Y^T '( - ¿>zc7,) i.e.

XfcX(z)a^(-e)o^(-cö)o^(eco) _ x(¿H(~¿>)

e^(-ez)a4,(-üz)c^(ecbz) %(-bz)    '

M»)
X*A(z)(-e, z)(-cô, z)(eco, z)

<v0)

<**<»
= X(2)(-¿.2)—--.

So
12

X*X(z) = (-Z>,z)X(z).

2 _But o^,(z)2 = o^(z)o^(z) = ch,,(z2)ol.(1)(z, z) = a^,(l)2(- 1, z). So we obtain

XbX(z)(-l,z) = (-b,z)x(z)

and so x(z) = X(z) proving (a).

(b) This is Proposition 2.3.3 of [5].

(c) Certainly lndirq3¿x must be a v(x\ |l/4, xl r'/4) Ior some x- Computing

central characters gives X(z2) = x2(z2)> i-e- X1/2 = x °n squares. This suffices since

multiplication by characters of order 2 is irrelevant in describing the principal

series.    □

Suppose À is a quasi-character of A*. Define

Ind*,iiM      if X(- 1) = 1,
Rx-

Ind ira g   x     ifX(-l) = -1.

For the moment we shall assume a result of the next section:

Theorem 3.4. Every irreducible admissible genuine supercuspidal representation of

G is an Ind nq -x, for some o ^ 1 and X E k*.

Using 3.4 we can prove Conjecture 4.2 of [4]:

Theorem 3.5. The map X h-> Rx is a bijection between the set of quasi-characters of

k* and the set of irreducible admissible genuine distinguished representations of G.

Proof. Among the supercuspidal representations, Theorems 3.4, 3.1(lb), (lc)

and Proposition 3.3(a) show that only the Rx with X(— 1) = -1 are distinguished.

Among the principal series, for w = w(p,, P2X with ( Mi M2" ')2(x) ^ 1*1 or 1*1 "'»

Theorem 2.4 of [5] shows that ß^(w) = ß(co#) so that #Q^(ñ) = 4. In the remaining

two cases when (p,p2"1)2(x) = |jc| or |x|_1, Theorem 3.1(la), (2) and Proposition

3.3(b), 3.3(c) show that only the Rx with X(- 1) = 1 are distinguished. Thus X1-» Rx

is surjective.
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To show the map is injective, suppose Rx ^Rx- Clearly X,(—1) = X2(—1),

otherwise one representation would be supercuspidal and the other would not. So

we have Ind w,,,«^, « Ind w,,,«^, m = X,(- 1) = X2(- 1), that is,

for some b E 2. Restricting to SL2(A) gives ir* 9  a¡ irj^ e  and, since it is shown in

[14] that tt% , « irt , implies Cn „ = Cn ,, we havei    j y,,T,        y2,T2     t- ç»i,t, y2.T2'

A*2 = C,iAi = Cbqu„m = ¿A*2.

Thus b E A*2 and, comparing the central characters of the representations on both

sides of (3.2), we obtain X, = X2.    □

4. Construction of supercuspidal representations of G. We turn now to showing

that any irreducible admissible genuine supercuspidal representation of G is an

Ind it   ¿^ for some nontrivial irreducible representation a of H*/k*.

First, suppose that we could obtain all the irreducible admissible unitary genuine

supercuspidals as Ind irq -x with o nontrivial and X unitary. If we knew that given

an arbitrary genuine supercuspidal, there is a quasi-character x such that x 0 tt is

unitary, then

X 0 it = Ind kqJ¿

implying

* = Ind ^„¿Ax2

and we would be done. That such a x exists is a consequence of the following

proposition.

Proposition 4.1. Let it be an irreducible admissible supercuspidal representation of

G with

ir(z) = ww(z)/,        z G Z2 .

If co,, is unitary, then so is it.

Proof. Consider the Kirillov model for it. The representation space is V =

0 ^ü (î7) S (A*) where ir acts through the formulas

*( 0     . )<P"(X) = Wx'V^0*)'       aEk*,bEk,

v(z)<p»(x) = (x, z)h(z)^(x),       fez.

For details, see §3 of [5]. We have to construct a positive definite hermitian

invariant form on V X V.

For/ and g in S (A*) set

</,»>!-   f   f(x)g(x)d*X,
Jk'

and on V, set

<*, *> = <(<£„ . . ., *„), (%, ..., *„)> = 2   <*„ *,>,•

Here n = #Ü(ir) and we have fixed an order on the p G ß(77-).
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For $ and <Ë> in V consider the function /$_$( g) = (ir(g)$>, $>. Claim there is a

compact set C = C9¿ such that supp/j^ c ZC. We have G = KAK with K =

GL2(Ok) and

A -{[(l   ïr : a, b c*\.

Since <í> and 4> are both invariant under subgroups of finite index in K, we need

only show/^4, on A has its support contained in ZC. Since

H[(i °Mo .)M-,?, (-[(.' ¡MS .M),

we need only show the function of b given by

[(*,«)*( g     0)*I(Jc),*1(*))i

has compact support in A* (independent of a). For then so would

<(*, a)7r(o °)<I>,-(jc), Í>,(jc)>,, i = 2, . . . , n, and the support of the sum is contained

in the union of the supports. But

{(x'aHo ?)*.(*)>*>(*)),=/t> (*,«)*,(**)*,(*)<*•*,

and since <!>, and $, have compact supports in A*, the result is clear.

Thus supp/^ c ZC implying supp/^j cZ2C since [Z: Z2] < oo.

Choose now a fixed nonzero function $° in V and define on V X V

(*,*)= f_       <*( g)*, 4>°> < 7r(g)^,O0 > dg.
JZ2/G

Note the integrand is indeed Z2 invariant;

£ K(z-2)$, $?>,<ir(z2)*, <D°> ( Hz"2)*, <I>0 ) =
1=1

•2'

S   <-v(-*)** <ï>°>,
l-l

2 <*„*?>,i «
-VX*2)2 <*„*?>,

2 <*„*?>,i=i 2 <*,-,*?>,i=i
since co„ is unitary

= <*, $°> ( *, ¥° ).

One can easily check that (<ï>, ̂) is a positive definite hermitian form on V X V.

U
Now we restrict our attention to genuine unitary supercuspidals of G. Given such

a it, when we restrict it to G* we obtain 4 inequivalent irreducible genuine unitary

representations of G*. Indeed, [G: G*] = 4 and if ir is an irreducible representation

of G* occurring in this restriction with central character co, then it conjugated by

(¿ °a), a E 2, has central character Xa03- Moreover, we can recover it by inducing up
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from any one of these. Thus we need only show the following:

Proposition 4.2. Fix a nontrivial ^. Any irreducible admissible genuine unitary

supercuspidal representation of G* can be written as ir*q ¿¡¿for some a E k*, a ^ 1,

and unitary character X E k*.

Proof. We use the general Mackey theory of unitary representations of group

extensions as found in Theorems 2 and 3 of Chapter III of [10]. In this notation, if

E is a group, E is the set of all irreducible unitary representations of E and if E_is

normal in F,^_F acts on E by conjugation. Theorem 2 gives a description of G*.

Choose y G SL2, one from each G*-orbit. Set G* equal to the stability group of y

and set

G*    = {p E G* : v\sl2 is a multiple of y].

For v E G*~, irv = Ind^fjï v is irreducible and G* is the disjoint union

G^ = JJ_  {irr:vE~GÎ~}.
SL2/ G*

It can be shown that if ir = iry is genuine supercuspidal, then so is v and hence so is

y. Thus to compute all of the genuine (unitary) supercuspidals of G* we need only

compute G*~ for y a genuine supercuspidal representation of SL2 and induce up.

So, let y be such a representation. By Theorem 2.2(c), y is a j* ¿ for some

a G A* and a ^ 1. Moreover, we can fix a unitary character Xo G k* and extend

"fflfj.ô as m §2 to get a unitary representation of G*. This implies G* = G* and

ir„ = v for all v E G*~. We now appeal to Theorem 3 which describes G*~; it

implies that any such v is of the form X 0 ir*q ¿   , where X is a unitary character of

G-/SLH(¿ £Hr
Thus

V ^ IT* \.,aÎ3,o,XoA '
where X'(a) = XI ,1,

V  '        lo     a2)

and the proof of Proposition 4.2 is complete.    □

Remark 4.3. The theorems in [10] are stated for representations acting on a

Hubert space, but this causes no difficulty since we can apply Remark 2.3.

Having constructed all of the irreducible genuine suercuspidals of G we obtain a

simple proof of the following.

Proposition 4.4. // ir is an irreducible admissible genuine supercuspidal representa-

tion of G, then it is not class one, i.e., contains no vector fixed by K = G\^(Ok).

Before proving this, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 4.5. Let (Q, E) be an anisotropic quadratic form. Given a fractional ideal a

of k, set L = {X E E: Q(X) E a}. Then X, Y E L implies B(X, Y) G a.

Proof. It suffices to show L is closed under addition. But this is done in the

proof of 91.1 of [12].    □
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Proof of Proposition 4.4. Fix a nontrivial \p with conductor Ok. Write ir as

Ind tt*¿x with a nontrivial. It is convenient here not to use the representation

space 04=l §(A*3¿) constructed at the end of §2, but rather ©4_, S¿(//0> ^¿) with

the formulas in the matrices in Remark 2.10 defined as in formulas (2.4)-(2.6),

(2.8).
Now suppose there was a

«P =

«Pi

«P4

invariant under K. In particular 7r(¿ ¡)(p = rp and so

4,(q3(X))<px(X) = <px(X),

\P(eq3(X))<p2(X) = <p2(X),

l(wq3(X))<p3(X) = <p3(X"),

4,(eüq3(X))<p4(X) = <p4(X).

If we set L, = {X G E: q3(X) E Ok) and L2 = {X E E: q3(X) G cö"1«^}, then

supp <px and supp <p2 are contained in L, while supp <p3 and supp <p4 are contained

in L2.

Now <p A' invariant implies tt(_°x  ¿)<p = <p, that is

Y+(?3)tflW = <P.W'

Y>i,(e?3)<P2(X') = <P2W>

y<,(ùq3)$3(X) = <p3(X),

Yli,(e^3)«P4(X') = <P4(X')-

For (p, this means y^(q3)iH <px(Y)\p(B(X, Y)) dY = «¡^(X). But since supp <p, c

Y*(<73)/   «PiW-MW Y)) dY = <px(X).

L»

Since we need only consider X in Lx, Lemma 5.2 implies B(X, Y) E Ok and so

\p(B(X, Y))= 1. Therefore

<Pi(X) = y+(q3)f   <px(Y)dY=vx,

for some vector vx in K¿, when X E Lx.

Similarly one concludes <p2(X) = v2 for J £L, and <p3(X) = v3, <p4(X) = v4 for

X E L2. Thus

cp(X) = I ë L, n L2 = -m-
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But each <p,. is in S¿(//0, V¡); therefore <p,(gX) = d(g)<p¡(X), g G 0(q3), x G H0.

Furthermore X G L, n L2 implies gX G L, n L2, for g in 0(q3), and so t>, =

ä(g)üi> g e 0(?3)> ' = L 2, 3, 4. This is impossible unless v¡ = 0 since 5 is nontriv-

ial. Thus <jp = 0 and ir is not class one.    □

5. Shimura correspondence. In Chapter 5 of [3] an injective correspondence

between the genuine principal series representations of G and certain principal

series representations of G is given. The map is given by squaring the quasi-char-

acters, i.e.

S(w(p,, Pz)) = 7r(p2, pf),

the right-hand side a representation of G in the notation of [9].

We would like in this section to conjecture a correspondence, call it S again,

defined on the square-integrable genuine representations of G.

Recall from [9] that one can associate an irreducible representation w(ß) of

GL2(A) to any irreducible representation ß of H*. Moreover, if dim a > 1, then

w(ß) is supercuspidal, and if Q(h) = x(bh) for a quasi-character x of A*, then

w(ß) = ir(x\ \x/2, x| |~1/2)- Also, the map ß -^ it(ü) is a bijection between the set of

irreducible representations of H* and the set of supercuspidal and special represen-

tations of G.

Now consider it = Ind w ¿ x, f°r b £ A*2. Proposition 3.3(a) implies it «

Ind w ¿ A for two other choices of c (mod A*2) and that these are the only ways

to write ir an Rx with X(— 1) = -1. This suggests we make the following definition

for S:

S(Ind w?3 ¿¿) = w(X ® a) « X ® w(a).

For the above case we see that 5 is well defined, and

S(RX) = v(XcX 0 Xc)    any c G A*2

= 77(x) = w(xii,/2,xiri/2),   \(-i)--i.

For o = 1 it is again easy to show that Ind irqi¿¿ «s Ind w ¿ ¿ implies X, = X and

ox = 1 Thus 5 is well defined in this case also, and

5(Ind^3,0>A) = w(X||,/2,X||-1/2),       X(-l)=l.

Note that this agrees with squaring the quasi-characters; indeed by Proposition

3.3(c),

77 = Ind ir„ ix « ir(Xx/2\ |'/4, X'/2| p1/4).

Thus 5(tt) = 77(X| |l/2, X| r,/2) as expected.

The problem in defining S this way comes in the cases when dim o > 1. We

make the following conjecture:

Conjecture 5.1. If b G A*2, or b E exe2k*2 with ex and e2 as in Theorem 3.1,

then

"Vj.Xtèo ** W¿>93,¿-
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Remark 5.2. The two choices of b above are forced upon us. Indeed ir* 5| «

wh,„s2 implies C9j¿| = Cbqi-2 = bCqj¿2. Using the tables following Corollary 1.12 we

see that this forces a(ox) = ot(o2) = a, and b congruent to 1 or exe2, where e, and e2

are such that (a, — e¡) = -1.

Corollary 5.3 (to Conjecture 5.1). For dim o > 1, the map S is well defined,

injective, and onto the set of irreducible supercuspidal representations of GL2(A) with

square central character.

Proof. If Ind «^^ « Ind *riji5jjKi then, fixing xp,

->(<.    ~(^^ -   p04' ~ «T* -

"?3,<t,,X,        V   ?3,»2A2y "¿><73,o2,A2

for some è G 2. Comparing central characters gives X2 = x*X, and restricting to

SL2(A) gives ir* ¿ fis) 77¿3¿2  which,   by   Conjecture 5.1   and   Theorem    2.2(a),

implies o2 «¿ Xt, 0 ox. Thus X, 0 ax « X2 0 o2 and S is well defined.

Now suppose

S(lndirq^x)~S(lndirq^2).

Then 7t(X, ® a,) « 77(X2 0 a2) which implies X, 0 a, äs X2 0 o2. Comparing

central characters gives X2 = X2, i.e. X, = x¿,X2 for some b. As a result 0|«Xt® °i-

Corollary 1.12 implies b G A*2 or b E exe2k*2, where (a(o2), —e¡) = -1. Moreover

Conjecture 5.1 implies

and thus

77"''  -"93,0, A, : (w*j,.vJ(¿Ï)

Therefore Ind 77„ - x ss Ind 77„ - x and 5 is injective.
<73'°I>A1 93-°2^2 J

Finally suppose 77(7-) has central character co2. By Theorem 4.3(v) of [9], r(a) =

w2(a)I for a E A*. Let o = co-1 0 r. a is an irreducible representation of H*/k*.

If co G A*, let 77 = Ind 7793¿<J. Then 5(77) = 77(7-). If co G A* we can choose c not

congruent to 1 or exe2, and, using Corollary 1.10, verify that Xc" G A£¿0. Set

77 - Ind *,,*».*«■

Then 5(77) = 77(t) and S is surjective.    □

Suppose F is a number field. For each place v of F, set Gv =GL2(FV) and

Gv = GL2(Tt)). In [6], L- and e-factors for representations of Gv are defined and an

injective correspondence from unitary cuspidal representations of GL^A,.) to

automorphic representations of GL2(AF) is constructed. The correspondence is

built up from local correspondences defined by matching L- and e-factors for the

representations of Gv and Gv (cf. §7, 14 of [6]). It is our contention that 51 is the

local piece (when k = Fv has odd residual characteristic) of this global correspon-

dence. For 77 = Ind tt^ - ¿, b E 2, 5 does agree with the cases explicitly worked

out in §6 of [6]. For 77 = Ind itq ¡¿, dim a > 1, we observe that their central

characters satisfy the relation:

. a) = u„(a ),        a E A*.
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The results of [6] imply we need only relate the e-factors of 77 and S(ir), the

L-factors both being = 1. Although we have computed the e-factors for such 77, the

relation to the e-factor for S(ir) = ir(X 0 o) is not yet apparent.

Remark 5.4. In [2], the image of the global correspondence is characterized using

the trace formulas for GL^A) and GL2(A). In particular, it is shown that the image

of the local correspondence restricted to the supercuspidal representations not

equivalent to Rx, X(— 1) = -1, is precisely as indicated in Corollary 5.3.

Finally, a few words about how one might establish Conjecture 5.1. One

approach is to use the computation of e-factors to deduce the equivalence of

Ind \,¿a and Ind 'Wèo.xi.A'(é E eie2k*2)- T1"8 implies

(\  0-,

7rí3.X¡,®<'.Xi,A ** VW-A' W "'6í3,¿A

and we obtain the conjecture. This would involve a detailed analysis of the

functions^ ¿ andjqjX¡>ea, where

JQAQ(X), Q(Y)) = f        (r(g)^(B(gX, Y))vx, vY) dg,
J0(Q)

since these appear in the expression for the e-factors.

A second approach, suggested by Howe, is to use the lattice model for the Weil

representation to study the correspondence ö —> 7rc*3¿ in more detail. The represen-

tations of SL^A) are induced from representations of SL2(Oí.) and one should be

able to match these SL2(6\)-representations with 0(cc73)-representations in such a

way as to make the equivalences among the Weil representations easier to find.
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